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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

KABADDI AABDDIK KABADDI -S, tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n -S] 

KABOCHA AABCHKO KABOCHA -S, type of Japanese pumpkin or squash [n -S] 

KABOOMS ABKMOOS KABOOM, sound of loud explosion [n] 

KAIZENS AEIKNSZ KAIZEN, Japanese business practice of continuous improvement [n] 

KAKIVAK AAIKKKV KAKIVAK -S, fish spear used by Inuits [n -S] 

KALIPHS AHIKLPS KALIPH, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KAMOTIK AIKKMOT KAMOTIK -S, KAMOTIK, KOMATIK, komatik (Inuit sledge) [n] 

KAMOTIQ AIKMOQT KAMOTIQ -S, komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

KAPEYKA AAEKKPY monetary unit of Belarus [n KAPEEK] 

KARAHIS AAHIKRS KARAHIS, SHIKARA, KARAHI, small frying pan used in India [n] 

KATANAS AAAKNST KATANA, Japanese single-edged sword [n] 

KATHUMP AHKMPTU KATHUMP -S, loud thudding sound [n -S] 

KATSINA AAIKNST KATSINA -S, kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -M, -S] 

KEMPIER EEIKMPR KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] 

KERMODE DEEKMOR KERMODE -S, type of black bear [n -S] 

KETAINE AEEIKNT being in poor taste [adj] 

KIBITKA ABIIKKT KIBITKA -S, type of Russian sled or wagon [n -S] 

KIDLITS DIIKLST KIDLIT, literature for children [n] 

KIKUYUS IKKSUUY KIKUYU, type of grass [n] 

KIPPAHS AHIKPPS KIPPAH, kippa (yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males)) [n] 

KIRPANS AIKNPRS KIRPANS, PARKINS, KIRPAN, dagger carried by Sikhs [n] 

KISSIER EIIKRSS KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KITINGS GIIKNST KITINGS, SKITING, KITING, act of flying kite [n] 

KNAIDEL ADEIKLN KNAIDEL -S, type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n -S, -DLACH] 

KNEIDEL DEEIKLN KNEIDEL -S, KNEIDEL, LIKENED, knaidel (type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup)) [n -S, -DLACH] 

KOCHIAS ACHIKOS KOCHIA, Eurasian plant [n] 

KONGONI GIKNNOO African antelope [n KONGONI] 

KOOKILY IKKLOOY KOOKY, eccentric [adv] 

KOOKUMS KKMOOSU KOOKUMS, SKOOKUM, KOOKUM, kokum (East Indian tree) [n] 

KOPIYKY IKKOPYY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n]  

KOPIYOK IKKOOPY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n]  

KUBASAS AABKSSU KUBASA, Ukrainian sausage [n] 

KUDLIKS DIKKLSU KUDLIK, Inuit oil lamp [n] 

KUDOSES DEKOSSU KUDOS, KUDO, award; honor [n] 

KUMISES EIKMSSU KUMISES, MUSKIES, KUMIS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KUMKUMS KKMMSUU KUMKUM, red powder used by Hindu women [n] 

KYLIXES EIKLSXY KYLIX, drinking vessel [n] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

KABADDIS AABDDIKS KABADDI, tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n] 

KABLOOEY ABEKLOOY used to indicate abrupt happening [interj] 

KABLOOIE ABEIKLOO kablooey (used to indicate abrupt happening) [interj] 

KABLOONA AABKLNOO KABLOONA -ST, person who is not Inuit [n -S, -T] 

KABOCHAS AABCHKOS KABOCHA, type of Japanese pumpkin or squash [n] 

KABOODLE ABDEKLOO KABOODLE -S, caboodle (collection) [n -S] 

KAFUFFLE AEFFFKLU KAFUFFLE -S, disturbance or commotion [n -S] 
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KAKIVAKS AAIKKKSV KAKIVAK, fish spear used by Inuits [n] 

KAMEEZES AEEEKMSZ KAMEEZ, long tunic worn by some people of India [n] 

KAMOTIKS AIKKMOST KAMOTIK, komatik (Inuit sledge) [n] 

KAMOTIQS AIKMOQST KAMOTIQ, komatik (Inuit sledge) [n] 

KATHUMPS AHKMPSTU KATHUMP, loud thudding sound [n] 

KATSINAM AAIKMNST ANTIMASK, KATSINAM, KATSINA, kachina (ancestral spirit) [n] 

KATSINAS AAIKNSST KATSINA, kachina (ancestral spirit) [n] 

KAZACHOC AACCHKOZ KAZACHOC -S, kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -S] 

KEENINGS EEGIKNNS KEENING, act of wailing loudly over dead [n] 

KELPFISH EFHIKLPS fish that lives among seaweed [n -ES] 

KEMPIEST EEIKMPST KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] 

KENDOIST DEIKNOST KENDOIST -S, one skilled in kendo [n -S] 

KERBSIDE BDEEIKRS KERBSIDE -S, curbside (side of pavement bordered by curbing) [n -S] 

KERMESES EEEKMRSS KERMESES, KERMESSE, KERMES, red dye [n] 

KERMODES DEEKMORS KERMODE, type of black bear [n] 

KERNINGS EGIKNNRS KERNING, act of forming projecting part of typeface [n] 

KETCHUPY CEHKPTUY KETCHUP, spicy tomato sauce [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

KEYFRAME AEEFKMRY KEYFRAME -S, frozen image in sequence of animation [n -S] 

KEYPRESS EEKPRSSY single depression of key on keyset [n -ES] 

KIBITKAS ABIIKKST KIBITKA, type of Russian sled or wagon [n] 

KICKINGS CGIIKKNS KICKING, act of striking with foot [n] 

KISKADEE ADEEIKKS KISKADEE -S, large flycatcher [n -S] 

KISSIEST EIIKSSST KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KNAIDELS ADEIKLNS KNAIDELS, SANDLIKE, KNAIDEL, type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n] 

KNIFINGS FGIIKNNS KNIFING, act of stabbing with knife [n] 

KNITBONE BEIKNNOT KNITBONE -S, comfrey (coarse herb) [n -S] 

KNOBBING BBGIKNNO KNOB, to provide with knob (rounded protuberance) [v] 

KNOTHEAD ADEHKNOT KNOTHEAD -S, stupid person [n -S] 

KOLBASSA AABKLOSS KOLBASSA -S, kielbasa (smoked sausage) [n -S] 

KURUSHES EHKRSSUU KURUSH, monetary unit of Turkey [n] 

KYANITIC ACIIKNTY KYANITE, cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [adj] 
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